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a b s t r a c t 
A uniﬁed classiﬁcation framework for models of extended plasticity is presented. The mod- 
els include well known micromorphic and strain-gradient plasticity formulations. A uni- 
ﬁed treatment is possible due to the representation of strain-gradient plasticity within an 
Eringen-type micromorphic framework. The classiﬁcation is based on the form of the ener- 
getic and dissipative model structures and exploits the framework of dissipation-consistent 
modelling to elucidate the ﬂow relation and yield condition. Models are identiﬁed as either 
serial or parallel. This designation is also applicable to familiar models of classical plastic- 
ity. Particular attention is paid to the rate-dependent problem arising from the choice of 
a smooth dissipation potential. The inability to locally determine the region of admissible 
stresses for the non-smooth (rate-independent) parallel models of plasticity is made clear. 
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 1. Introduction 
Classical theories of plasticity are unable to account for the experimentally-observed, size-dependent response exhibited 
by structures at the mesoscopic scale. Starting with the early works of Aifantis (1984, 1987) , extended models of plasticity
have been actively developed and analysed over the past three decades to remedy these and related deﬁciencies associated
with the pathological localisation of softening problems. A signiﬁcant proportion of extended plasticity models are members
of either the gradient or micromorphic frameworks, or indeed both. Micromorphic continua are characterised by additional
degrees of freedom at each continuum point ( Eringen, 1999; Mindlin, 1964; Toupin, 1964 ). By contrast, gradient continua
possess higher gradients of their primary ﬁelds. Important examples of micromorphic and gradient plasticity theories in-
clude Steinmann and Willam (1991) , de Borst (1991) , Grammenoudis and Tsakmakis (2001) and Fleck and Hutchinson (1997,
2001) , Svedberg and Runesson (1997) , Gurtin (2002) , Gudmundson (2004) , Gurtin and Anand (2005) , Gurtin and Needle-
man (2005) , Nix and Gao (1998) , respectively. For classiﬁcations of extended models of inelasticity, the reader is referred to
Kirchner and Steinmann (2005) , Hirschberger and Steinmann (2009) , Forest (2009) . 
Despite the considerable work on models of extended plasticity, open questions and challenges remain. For example,
our recent work ( Carstensen et al., 2017 ) on a small-strain theory of strain-gradient plasticity due to Gurtin and Anand∗ Corresponding author at: Glasgow Computational Engineering Centre, University of Glasgow, United Kingdom. 
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 (2005) , detailed the implications of the structure of the energetic and dissipative components of the model on the nature
of yield and subsequent plastic ﬂow. An objective of the current work is to present a novel classiﬁcation scheme based on
the energetic and dissipative structures for models of extended plasticity. The classiﬁcation scheme also clariﬁes important
features of various models of plasticity, including the local or global nature of the region of admissible stresses. Furthermore,
we signiﬁcantly extend our previous work ( Carstensen et al., 2017 ) to include the important rate-dependent case obtained
when the dissipation potential is chosen to be smooth. 
Models are classiﬁed here as being examples of either serial plasticity or parallel plasticity . This novel distinction is based
upon the choice of the energy storage potential and the dissipation potential, and has important consequences for the
determinability of the (macroscopic) stress and hence the region of admissible stresses. We show that the essence of this
distinction can be explained in the familiar setting of local plasticity (i.e. in the absence of strain-gradient terms). Models of
local serial plasticity and local parallel plasticity are constructed from simple rheological units and analysed for both smooth
and non-smooth dissipation potentials, corresponding to the rate-dependent and rate-independent problem, respectively.
The key features of the local models are shown to hold for the models of extended plasticity. Importantly, we show that the
stress is fully determined from the elastic law in the local serial model. This is not however the case for the local parallel
plasticity model. 
The framework of generalised dissipative materials ( Biot, 1965; Halphen and Nguyen, 1975; Ziegler, 1963 ) is exploited in
this work to provide the basic procedure to determine the structure of the boundary value problem and the internal variable
evolution relations (see e.g. Miehe, 2011; 2014; Miehe et al., 2014; Runesson et al., 2017 ). The framework of generalised
dissipative materials is related to the primal formulation of plasticity ( Alberty and Carstensen, 20 0 0; Carstensen, 1999;
Han and Reddy, 2010; Han et al., 1997 ) central to our previous contribution ( Carstensen et al., 2017 ). Primal formulations
of strain-gradient plasticity have received considerable attention recently and their variational structure analysed (see e.g.
Djoko et al., 2007; Reddy, 2011a; 2011b; 2012; Reddy et al., 2008 ). 
The proposed classiﬁcation scheme is applicable to models of extended plasticity. A uniﬁed scheme is achieved by consid-
ering the chosen extended models as variants of an Eringen-type micromorphic continuum. This allows for the classiﬁcation
of a range of important micromorphic and strain-gradient plasticity models. The extended models are categorised as either
micromorphic serial plasticity or micromorphic parallel plasticity . The proposed classiﬁcation scheme provides considerably
more structure than the designations energetic or dissipative (or variants thereof) used in many strain-gradient plasticity
models (see e.g. Carstensen et al., 2017; Fleck and Willis, 2009a; 2009b ). 
The classiﬁcation of micromorphic parallel plasticity encapsulates the important Gurtin and Anand (2005) model and
extensions thereof. In order to elucidate the implications of the choice of the energetic and dissipative structures for the
Gurtin and Anand model, we introduce three categories of micromorphic parallel plasticity: (i) the general energetic-
dissipative case, (ii) the hybrid energetic-dissipative case, and (iii) the fully-dissipative case. The fully-dissipative, rate-
independent case was the focus of our previous work ( Carstensen et al., 2017 ). That work was motivated, in turn, by the
recent work of Fleck et al. (2014) on the behaviour of strain-gradient models under conditions of non-proportional loading.
Of particular interest in that work is the appearance of a so-called “elastic gap” in the response at a material point un-
dergoing plastic ﬂow due to the instantaneous halting of plastic ﬂow on part of the boundary, or due to non-proportional
loading. We clearly show here that a local treatment of the fully-dissipative problem is possible provided the dissipation
potential is chosen to be smooth. This is a new and important result and supports the numerical ﬁndings presented in
Fleck et al. (2014) . The analysis of the fully-dissipative case with a non-smooth dissipation potential differs from that in
Carstensen et al. (2017) as we do not resort to a spatial discretisation from the onset. Key features of the theory are eluci-
dated using the one-dimensional example of a strip subject to shear loading. 
The structure of the presentation is as follows. The general setting of dissipation-consistent modelling based upon stan-
dard dissipative materials is presented in Section 2 . This abstract presentation is then applied to the familiar problem of local
plasticity in Section 3 . Here models of local serial plasticity and local parallel plasticity are introduced. Section 4 introduces
micromorphic continua as a framework for extended models of plasticity. The models of micromorphic serial plasticity and
micromorphic parallel plasticity are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 , respectively. Conclusions are drawn and extensions
proposed in Section 7 . 
Notation and results 
Consider a continuum body occupying a domain  with boundary ∂. The outward unit normal to ∂ is denoted by n .
A continuum point at position x ∈  undergoes a displacement at time t denoted by u ( x , t ). The deformations are assumed
inﬁnitesimal. 
The respective scalar products of arbitrary vectors ( a and b ), second-order tensors ( σ and ε ) and third-order tensors ( η
and γ) are deﬁned by 
a · b = a i b i , σ : ε = σi j ε i j , η ·: γ = ηi jk γi jk , 
where summation over repeated indices is implied. A Cartesian coordinate system is used throughout. 
The generalised scalar product between two arbitrary generalised measures A and B is denoted by A ◦B . For example, if
A := { σ , η} and B := { ε , γ}, then 
A ◦ B := σi j ε i j + ηi jk γi jk . 
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 Due to its prominent role in the theoretical developments that follow, the scalar product of a driving force and the conju-
gated set of internal variables is distinguished from the generalised scalar product, denoted by an open circle, by using a
closed circle, i.e. • . 
Differentiation of an arbitrary function f ( A ) with respect to a variable A is denoted by f , A . Similarly, the subdifferential
(deﬁned in Eq. (A.4) ) of an arbitrary function f ( A ) with respect to a variable A is denoted by f ; A . 
The spatial gradients of arbitrary scalar, vector, and tensor ﬁelds are respectively deﬁned by 
∇a = ∂a 
∂ x 
, ∇ a = ∂ a 
∂ x 
, ∇ A = ∂ A 
∂ x 
, 
where [ ∇ A ] i jk = ∂ A i j /∂ x k . The symmetric gradient operator is deﬁned by ∇ sym a = [1 / 2][ ∇ a + [ ∇ a ] T ] . 
Standard results from convex analysis required for the presentation are provided in Appendix A . 
2. The general setting of dissipation-consistent modelling 
The structure of the constitutive equations and the inelastic evolution relations for a broad range of inelastic physical
processes can be obtained from the general setting of dissipation-consistent modelling based on the notion of standard
dissipative materials (see e.g. Biot, 1965; Germain, 1973; Halphen and Nguyen, 1975; Ziegler, 1963 ). The general setting
presented in this section provides the basis for the investigation of both local and micromorphic plasticity that follows. 
2.1. The dissipation inequality 
We denote by S and E generalised stress (kinetic) and strain (kinematic) measures, respectively. The set of internal (hid-
den) variables quantifying inelastic processes is denoted by I . The generalised stress S is further additively decomposed into
energetic and dissipative parts as follows 
S = S en + S dis . 
Note that A en and A dis denote respectively the energetic and dissipative parts of an arbitrary variable A . 
Within the isothermal setting assumed here, the dissipation density d per unit volume of  is deﬁned by 
d := S ◦ ˙ E − ˙ ψ ≥ 0 , (1) 
where ψ is the energy storage potential (i.e. the Helmholtz energy density) parametrised by E and I , that is 
ψ = ψ( E , I ) . (2) 
For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume the energy storage potential to be henceforth a quadratic function
in the generalised strain E . 
2.2. The energy storage potential 
Substitution of expression (2) for the energy storage potential ψ into the dissipation inequality (1) , and employing the
standard Coleman–Noll procedure ( Coleman and Noll, 1963 ), yields the relation for the energetic stress as 
S en := ψ , E = S − S dis . (3) 
Thus ψ serves as the potential for the energetic stress S en . 
The reduced dissipation inequality thus follows from the dissipation inequality (1) as 
d = S dis ◦ ˙ E −ψ , I • ˙ I ≥ 0 . (4) 
From the reduced dissipation inequality, it is apparent that the energy storage potential also serves as the potential function
for the energetic driving force X en deﬁned by 
X en := ψ , I where we deﬁne X dis := −X en . (5) 
The dissipative driving force X dis follows from Biot’s relation ( Halphen and Nguyen, 1975 ) in Eq. (5) b as the negative of the
energetic driving force X en . 
Finally, the reduced dissipation inequality (4) can be expressed as 
d = S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I ≥ 0 . (6) 
In this format, the reduced dissipation inequality identiﬁes the dissipation conjugate pairings as S dis ↔ ˙ E and X dis ↔ ˙ I . 
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the relation between the non-smooth dissipation potential π in (a) and the corresponding dual dissipation potential π
 in (b), for 
the restricted case where π = π( ˙ E ) and π
 = π
 ( S dis ) . The relation for the dissipative stress S dis in terms of the dissipation potential π , and the generalised 
strain rate ˙ E in terms of the dual dissipation potential π
 are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. For this restricted case, the region of admissible stresses 
A = A ( S dis ) has as its limit the yield stress σy . The interior of the region of admissible stresses is denoted by int (A ) . The equivalent stress function ϕ, the 
yield function φ and the canonical yield function φA are depicted in (e). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2.3. The dissipation potential 
The dissipation potential is denoted by π and parametrised by ˙ E and ˙ I , that is 
π = π( ˙ E , ˙ I ) . 
The dissipation potential provides the required structure for the dissipative quantities { S dis , X dis } in the reduced dissipation
inequality (6) . The dissipation potential is a gauge and hence satisﬁes the three properties listed in Eq. (A.6) . Endowed
with these properties, the dissipation potential characterises a standard dissipative material . A schematic of a non-smooth
dissipation potential, for the restricted case where π = π( ˙ E ) , is shown in Fig. 1 (a). 
For a standard dissipative material, the dissipative stress S dis and the dissipative driving force X dis are in the subdiffer-
ential of the dissipation potential (see Fig. 1 (c)). That is, 
S dis ∈ π; ˙ E and X dis ∈ π; ˙ I . (7)
2.4. The dual dissipation potential 
The dual dissipation potential π
 , the convex conjugate to π , is given by the Legendre–Fenchel transformation (deﬁned
in Eq. (A.9) ) as 
π
 ( S dis , X dis ) = sup 
˙ E , ˙ I 
{ S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I − π( ˙ E , ˙ I ) } . (8)
The dual dissipation potential serves as the potential for the rate of the generalised strain ˙ E and the rate of the internal
variables ˙ I . That is, 
˙ E ∈ π
 ;S dis and ˙ I ∈ π

 
;X dis . 
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 Remark 1. If the dissipation potential π satisﬁes the requirements of a gauge, and the material can therefore be classiﬁed
as standard dissipative, then the reduced dissipation inequality (6) is automatically satisﬁed. To see this, note that positively
homogeneous functions (deﬁned in Eq. (A.5) ) are characterised by Euler’s Theorem for homogeneous functions. This implies
that 
S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I = kπ( ˙ E , ˙ I ) , 
for k ≥1. The convexity of π , property (A.6a) , and property (A.6b) imply that 
0 ≥ π( ˙ E , ˙ I ) − S dis ◦ ˙ E − X dis • ˙ I , 
⇒ d = S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I = kπ( ˙ E , ˙ I ) ≥ π( ˙ E , ˙ I ) ≥ 0 . 
For the choice of a non-smooth dissipation potential (the rate-independent problem), k ≡1 and the dissipation density d
and the dissipation potential π coincide. This is not the case for a smooth dissipation potential (the rate-dependent problem)
where, in general, d 
≡ π . 
Remark 2. As mentioned, the rate-independent formulation corresponds to the choice of a non-smooth dissipation poten-
tial. The rate-independent problem is important as it represents the limit of the rate-dependent theory. Some key results
concerning the rate-independent problem are now summarised. 
The admissible region A = A ( S dis , X dis ) is a closed convex set. The boundary of A , denoted by bdy (A ) , is the level set σy 
of the convex function ϕ( S dis , X dis ) = σy , where σy > 0 , and ϕ is termed the equivalent stress function . The equivalent stress
function ϕ can be expressed as a gauge on A , and in this form is distinguished by the notation φA and termed the canonical
yield function (see (A.5) ). The yield function, denoted by φ, is deﬁned by 
φ := ϕ − σy ≤ 0 , 
and the canonical yield function by 
φA := ϕ 
σy 
≤ 1 . 
For a schematic depiction of the various yield functions and the equivalent stress function, for the restricted case where
π = π( ˙ E ) , see Fig. 1 (e). 
For a non-smooth dissipation potential π , the dual dissipation potential π
 is the indicator function (see the deﬁnition
in Eq. (A.7) ) of the admissible region A of generalised stresses and driving forces, that is, 
π
 ( S dis , X dis ) = I A ( S dis , X dis ) = 
{
0 if { S dis , X dis } ∈ A 
+ ∞ otherwise . 
The support function of the region A , denoted by σA and deﬁned in Eq. (A.8) , is given by 
σA ( ˙ E , ˙ I ) = sup 
S dis , X dis 
{ S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I } , { S dis , X dis } ∈ A . 
The dissipation potential π is therefore the support function of the region A . 
Thus, from Eq. (A.10) , the support function is conjugate to the indicator function, that is 
I 
 
A 
= π

 = σA = π . 
Then, from Eq. (A.14) , for { S dis , X dis } ∈ A and S dis ∈ π; ˙ E and X dis ∈ π; ˙ I , we have 
S dis ◦ ˙ E + X dis • ˙ I = φA ( S dis , X dis ) π( ˙ E , ˙ I ) = 
{
π for { ˙ E , ˙ I } 
 = 0 
0 otherwise 
. (9) 
From Eq. (8) , the dissipation potential π and and the dual dissipation potential π
 are convex conjugates and possess
an additive duality, whereas from Eq. (9) the dissipation potential and the canonical yield function φA have a multiplicative
duality. 
Thus, in summary, we have 
{ S dis ∈ π; ˙ E , X dis ∈ π; ˙ I } ↔ { ˙ E ∈ π
 ;S dis , ˙ I ∈ π
 ;X dis } = N A ( S dis , X dis ) , 
where N A is the normal cone to the admissible region A as deﬁned in Eq. (A.2) . 
Remark 3. The relation between the non-smooth dissipation potential π and the corresponding dual dissipation potential
π
 is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), for the restricted case where π = π( ˙ E ) and π
 = π
 ( S dis ) . The dual dis-
sipation potential π
 is zero for all S dis ∈ A and + ∞ otherwise (i.e. it is the indicator function of the admissible region A ).
The subdifferential of the dissipation potential at the origin contains the set of all possible dissipative stresses interior to
the admissible region A (i.e. the region int (A ) ) (see Fig. 1 (c)). Within the admissible region, the magnitude of the dissi-
pative stress is bounded by the yield stress σy . The rate of the generalised strain ˙ E lives in the subdifferential to the dual
dissipation potential as shown in Fig. 1 (d). 
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 3. Specialisation of the general setting to local plasticity 
To ﬁx the abstract ideas presented in the previous section on generalised dissipative materials and to illustrate features
of the micromorphic models presented in subsequent sections, concrete examples of energetic and dissipative structures for
the familiar problem of local plasticity in three dimensions are presented. The local plasticity models are constructed by
combining simple one-dimensional rheological units. The resulting models are termed local serial and local parallel plasticity.
The terminology serial or parallel denotes whether the energetic and dissipative rheological units act in series or in parallel
to form the rheological structure. The local plasticity models could be extended by the addition of further rheological units.
However such additional complexity is not required to illustrate the deﬁning features of the more complex micromorphic
models introduced in Section 4 . 
For the case of local plasticity, the generalised stress S is the Cauchy stress σ , that is S ≡ { σ}, and the generalised strain
E is the conventional strain ( u ) := ∇ sym u , that is E ≡ { ( u )}. 
3.1. Local serial plasticity 
Consider the common rheological model of rate-independent local serial plasticity presented in Fig. 2 (a), where an elastic
spring acts in serial with a frictional sliding element. A stress S is applied to the system and the total strain E recorded. The
stress-strain response is shown in Fig. 2 (b). A certain magnitude of applied stress (the yield stress σy ) is required to activate
the frictional sliding element and thereby induce sliding (plastic ﬂow). Once the frictional sliding element has yielded, it
offers no further resistance to plastic deformation. That is, no hardening occurs. The measure of plastic deformation (sliding)
is given by the plastic strain E p which serves as the internal variable. This rheological model is the prototype for classical
rate-independent elasto-perfect-plasticity. 
For the case of local serial plasticity, the dissipative stress vanishes as the total stress S must be the same as the stress
in the elastic spring, i.e. S dis ≡ 0 and hence S ≡ S en (see the schematic of the force balance relation in Fig. 2 (a)). The internal
variable is associated with the plastic strain, that is I ≡ E p . The energy storage potential (2) (i.e. the energy stored in the
elastic spring) is thus given by 
ψ = ψ( E , E p ) . 
A classical constitutive choice is to then assume that ψ = ψ( E − E p ) = ψ( E e ) . Choosing the energy potential to be quadratic
in the elastic strain E e := E − E p gives a linear relation between the stress S en and the strain E in the interior of the admis-
sible region int (A ) := { S en : φ( S en ) < 0 } , where the yield function φ is given here by 
φ( S en ) = ϕ( S en ) − σy = | S en | − σy ≤ 0 , (10)
and ϕ is the equivalent stress function. Note that in the interior of the admissible region ˙ E p ≡ 0 . The case of possible plastic
ﬂow is given when S en is on the boundary of the admissible region, i.e. when φ( S en ) ≡ 0 . 
The total and energetic stresses, S and S en respectively, are obtained from the elastic law and the generalised stress
decomposition (3) as 
S ≡ S en = ψ , E . 
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 From deﬁnition (5) of the energetic and dissipative driving forces, X en and X dis respectively, one obtains the relation
between the driving force and the stress as 
X en = ψ , E p ≡ −ψ , E = −S en ≡ −S , 
X dis = −X en ≡ S ∈ π; ˙ E p . 
Hence the dissipative driving force X dis and the stress S ≡ S en are equivalent for local serial plasticity. The dissipative driving
force can be obtained from the dissipation potential (7) . The reduced dissipation inequality for local serial plasticity follows
from Eq. (6) as 
d = S ◦ ˙ E p = S en ◦ ˙ E p ≥ 0 . 
It is important to note that the stress S is fully determined from the elastic law for the model of local serial plasticity.
That is, the energetic force in the spring S en ≡ S is known throughout the loading process. 
3.1.1. Prototype non-smooth and smooth dissipation potentials 
The prototypical non-smooth dissipation potential (see e.g. Han and Reddy, 2010 ) for local serial plasticity (see Fig. 1 ) is
given by 
π( ˙ E p ) = σy | ˙ E p | . (11) 
Note that the non-smooth dissipation potential is a positively homogeneous function of degree 1 (see Eq. (A.5) ). Recall that
the choice of a non-smooth dissipation potential corresponds to the rate-independent problem. 
A prototypical regularised form of the dissipation potential 1 is given by 
π( ˙ E p ) = σy 
1 + γ | ˙ E p | 
1+ γ , (12) 
where the dissipation parameter γ ∈ (0, 1]. The choice of a smooth dissipation potential corresponds to the rate-dependent
problem. For details of alternative regularisations of the dissipation potential and their associated numerical features, the
reader is referred to Miehe et al. (2014) , among others. For details of an alternative regularisation for strain-gradient plas-
ticity, see Panteghini and Bardella (2016) and selected references therein. For the limit of γ = 0 , the smooth (regularised)
potential is equivalent to the non-smooth potential. 
3.2. Local parallel plasticity 
Consider the alternative rheological model of local parallel plasticity depicted in Fig. 3 (a). In local parallel plasticity, an
elastic spring and a frictional slider act in parallel to form the rheological unit. The model as depicted is rate independent.
The slider will not yield until the magnitude of the applied stress S reaches the yield stress σy and correspondingly φ( S ) = 0 .
Up until the point of yield, the system acts as a rigid body and the split of the stress S between the slider and the spring
can not be determined. The stress-strain response for the system is shown in Fig. 3 (b). Upon plastic ﬂow, the spring extends
and is responsible for the hardening-type response. This behaviour corresponds to rigid plasticity. 
For local parallel plasticity, the extension of the spring and of the slider is the same and is given by the total strain E .
The energy storage potential is thus parametrised solely in terms of the strain E , that is 
ψ = ψ( E ) . 1 The results presented in this and subsequent sections hold for any of the widely-used regularisations of the non-smooth dissipation potential. 
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 In addition the dissipative stress S dis 
 = 0 , whereas the set of internal variables is empty, i.e. I ≡ ∅ . It is clear from Biot’s
relation in Eq. (5) b that X 
′ = −X ′′ ≡ ∅ . 
The reduced dissipation inequality thus follows from Eq. (6) as 
d = S dis ◦ ˙ E ≥ 0 . 
The energetic and dissipative stresses, given by Eqs. (3) and (7) b , take the form 
S en = ψ , E and S dis ∈ π; ˙ E with S = S en + S dis . 
Note, as is clear from the schematic in Fig. 3 (b), S dis is not determinable in the admissible region for the model of local
parallel plasticity. Such a response corresponds to rigid-plastic behaviour. As will be shown in Section 6 on micromorphic
parallel plasticity, the identical problem of an undetermined generalised stress in the admissible region is present in both
the general energetic-dissipative and the fully-dissipative cases. 
3.2.1. Prototype non-smooth and smooth dissipation potentials 
In a near-identical manner to local serial plasticity (see Section 3.1.1 ), the non-smooth dissipation potential for local
parallel plasticity is given by 
π( ˙ E ) = σy | ˙ E | . 
Likewise, a prototypical regularised form of the dissipation potential is given by 
π( ˙ E ) = σy 
1 + γ | ˙ E | 
1+ γ , 
with the regularisation parameter γ ∈ (0, 1]. 
4. Micromorphic continua as a framework for extended plasticity 
Micromorphic continua are characterised by additional micro degrees of freedom associated with each continuum point.
Gradient continua, by contrast, possess higher gradients of the primary ﬁelds. Both approaches can be applied to the prob-
lem of plasticity. For a classiﬁcation of a wide range of micromorphic and strain-gradient plasticity formulations, the reader
is referred to Hirschberger and Steinmann (2009) , Forest (2009, 2010) . The Eringen-type micromorphic framework consid-
ered here can be viewed as a penalised approximation of a Mindlin-type gradient theory (see Appendix B for details). By
associating the micro degrees of freedom with measures of the plastic deformation, this choice of framework allows for a
uniﬁed classiﬁcation of various important micromorphic and strain-gradient plasticity models. The additional micro degrees
of freedom in the micromorphic theory allow for the modelling of size-dependent phenomena during plastic deformation.
The framework for micromorphic continua is now presented. The specialisation of the framework to models of extended
plasticity is presented in Sections 5 and 6 . 
The conventional macro strain ( u ) in a micromorphic continuum is deﬁned, as in the local theory presented in Section 3 ,
by the symmetric gradient of the displacement ﬁeld u , that is 
( u ) := ∇ sym u . 
The micro strain and micro double strain of the micromorphic continuum are respectively denoted by 
ε and γ( ε ) := ∇ ε . 
To avoid confusion between the similar notation adopted for the macro and micro strain measures, the functional depen-
dence of the macro strain on the displacement u will always be indicated. The two-scale relative strain δ is deﬁned as the
difference between the macro strain ( u ) and the micro strain ε , that is 
δ( u , ε ) := ( u ) − ε . 
The magnitude of the relative strain quantiﬁes the closeness of the micromorphic and the Mindlin-type gradient formula-
tions. The generalised micro strain E is deﬁned by 
E := { ε , γ } , 
where  > 0 is an internal length scale. 
The internal power density p int 
E 
for the two-ﬁeld Eringen-type micromorphic continuum considered here is given by 
p int E ( ˙ u , ˙ ε ) = σ : ˙ δ( u , ε ) + ς : ˙ ε + μ ·: γ( ˙ ε ) , (13)
where the conventional macro stress is denoted by σ , and the micro stress and micro double stress are denoted by ς and μ,
respectively. The generalised micro stress is thus deﬁned by S := { ς, μ/  }. The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations are
given by 
0 = div σ , (14)
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 ς = σ + div μ . (15) 
The macro relation (14) is the standard statement of (macro) equilibrium. The micro relation (15) is a two-scale stress
balance. 
The resulting dissipation inequality for the two-ﬁeld Eringen-type micromorphic model reads as follows 
d := p int E − ˙ ψ ≥ 0 . 
In the next two sections we analyse various specialisations of the energy storage potential ψ for micromorphic plastic-
ity models. In the spirit of the local problem presented in Section 3 , these specialisations are termed micromorphic serial
plasticity and micromorphic parallel plasticity . 
5. Micromorphic serial plasticity 
Serial models for micromorphic plasticity have been presented under different names (see e.g. Forest, 2009; Gramme-
noudis and Tsakmakis, 2009; Grammenoudis et al., 2009; Hirschberger and Steinmann, 2009; Sansour et al., 2010 ). For the
case of local serial plasticity presented in Section 3.1 , the energy storage potential was parametrised by the difference be-
tween the total strain E and the plastic strain E p . By analogy, the energy storage potential for micromorphic serial plasticity
is given by 
ψ = ψ( δ( u , ε ) , [ ε − ε p ] , [ γ( ε ) − γp ]) , 
where the plastic micro strain and plastic micro double strain are denoted by 
ε p and γp . 
The generalised micro stress and plastic micro strain pairs are deﬁned by 
S = { ς , μ/ } and E p = { ε p , γp  } ≡ I , 
where the internal length scale  > 0 is introduced, as before, for dimensional consistency. The generalised inner product of
S and ˙ E p is thus given by 
S ◦ ˙ E p = ς : ˙ ε p + μ ·: ˙ γp . 
The macro (energetic) stress σ follows as per the standard deﬁnition as 
σ = ψ , δ . (16) 
As in the local serial model, the generalised micro stress is fully energetic, that is S ≡ S en and thus S dis ≡ ∅ (see Fig. 2 ). The
micro stress and micro double stress follow as 
ς ≡ ς en = ψ , ε = −ψ , ε p ∈ π; ˙ ε p and μ ≡ μen = ψ , γ = −ψ , γp ∈ π; ˙ γp . 
The generalised micro stress can therefore be expressed as 
S ≡ S en = ψ , E ≡ −ψ , E p ∈ π; ˙ E p , (17) 
where the subdifferential of the dissipation potential (see the Deﬁnition A.4 ) is given in generalised form as 
π; ˙ E p := 
{
S en 
∣∣ π( Q ) − π( ˙ E p ) − S en ◦ [ Q − ˙ E p ] ≥ 0 , ∀ Q } . (18) 
The relations characterising micromorphic serial plasticity are identical in structure to those of the familiar local serial
plasticity problem presented in Section 3.1 . We will now show brieﬂy that the identical conclusions on the determinability
of the stress S in the admissible region for classical local plasticity hold for the generalised stress in the micromorphic case.
The case of a prototypical non-smooth dissipation potential is considered ﬁrst. 
5.1. Prototype non-smooth dissipation potential 
The prototypical non-smooth dissipation potential for local serial plasticity was given in Eq. (11) . The corresponding
non-smooth dissipation potential (a positively homogeneous function of degree 1) for the problem of micromorphic serial
plasticity is given by 
π( ˙ E p ) = σy | ˙ E p | . 
The structure of the admissible region A is a consequence of the choice of the dissipation potential π . The interior of
the admissible region int (A ) is obtained by evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation potential (18) at ˙ E p ≡ 0 , which
gives 
S en ◦ Q ≤ σy | Q | , ∀ Q . 
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 The deﬁnition of the admissible region of S en then follows from the supremum of the function r( S en ;Q ) given below
over all arbitrary Q , that is 
y ( S en ) = sup 
Q 
r( S en ;Q ) ≤ 1 where r( S en , Q ) := S 
en ◦ Q 
σy | Q | . (19)
The problem of determining the supremum can be stated as a local optimality problem. First, deﬁne Q by 
Q = arg 
{ 
sup 
Q 
r( S en ;Q ) 
} 
. 
Consequently, we seek the roots of 
∂r( S en ;Q ) 
∂ Q 
∣∣∣
Q 
. = 0 . 
The local optimality condition follows in the format of an orthogonality condition as 
S en − r( S en ;Q ) σy Q | Q | = S 
en − S en ◦
[
Q 
| Q | 
Q 
| Q | 
]
= 0 . (20)
The local optimality point is therefore given by Q being coaxial to the given S en , that is 
S en 
| S en | ≡
Q 
| Q | . 
Thus, inserting Q into the function r( S en ;Q ) , the admissible region is deﬁned locally by 
y ( S en ) ≡ | S 
en | 
σy 
≤ 1 , (21)
which is the canonical yield function φA = y ( S en ) of the admissible region A . The yield function for micromorphic serial
plasticity thus has the familiar local structure (c.f. Eq. (10) ): 
φ( S en ) = ϕ( S en ) − σy = | S en | − σy ≤ 0 . 
The structure of micromorphic serial plasticity is therefore identical to the local problem as depicted in Fig. 2 . 
For the case of plastic ﬂow (i.e. ˙ E p 
 = 0 ), the ﬂow rule follows from the smooth part of the dissipation potential π (i.e.
the region away from the origin) in an identical fashion to local serial plasticity as 
S en = π
, ˙ E p 
= σy 
˙ E p 
| ˙ E p | , 
which can be inverted to obtain 
˙ E p = | ˙
 E p | S en 
σy 
=: λ S 
en 
| S en | , 
where ϕ( S en ) = | S en | ≡ σy at yield, and the (positive) plastic multiplier is deﬁned by λ := | ˙ E p | ≥ 0 . The ﬂow rule for the
generalised stress for the case of plastic ﬂow is a positively homogeneous function of degree 0. Hence, S en ( ˙ E p ) = S en (k ˙ E p )
for all k > 0. The non-smooth dissipation potential therefore corresponds to the rate-independent problem. 
Note that, as for local serial plasticity, S = S en is fully determined from the elastic law (17) . 
Remark 4. The deﬁnition of the admissible region for S en in Eq. (19) can be obtained alternatively from the properties of
the polar function given in Eq. ( A.5 ). The support function of A is given by 
σA ( Q ) = sup 
S en 
{ S en ◦ Q } = π( Q ) = σy | Q | . 
Then from Eq. (A.14) , for S en ∈ A and S en ∈ σA ;Q = π;Q , Q 
 = 0 , we obtain 
S en ◦ Q = φA ( S en ) σA ( Q ) 
= φA ( S en ) σy | Q | , 
en en where φA ( S ) ≡ y ( S ) ≤ 1 is the canonical yield function. 
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 5.2. Prototype smooth dissipation potential 
The admissible domain and the ﬂow law for a prototypical smooth dissipation potential for the case of micromorphic
serial plasticity are now determined. Consider the following regularised dissipation potential (c.f. Eq. (12) ): 
π( ˙ E p ) = σy 
1 + γ | ˙ E p | 
1+ γ , 
for γ ∈ (0, 1]. The admissible domain can be determined by evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation potential (18) us-
ing the regularised dissipation potential evaluated at ˙ E p ≡ 0 . This gives 
S en ◦ Q ≤ σy 
1 + γ | Q | 
1+ γ , ∀ Q . 
The admissible domain is obtained by maximising the function r γ = r γ ( S en ;Q ) given below over all arbitrary Q to obtain 
y γ ( S 
en ) = max 
Q 
{ r γ ( S en ;Q ) } ≤ 1 
1 + γ where r γ ( S 
en ;Q ) := S 
en ◦ Q 
σy | Q | 1+ γ . 
As will be shown in the subsequent remark, the only possible option for the above relation to hold true is for 
S ≡ S en = 0 ⇒ | S | ≡ | S en | = 0 . 
Thus there is no admissible domain for this choice of smooth dissipation potential, with the consequence that there is
always plastic ﬂow, albeit potentially negligible. 
Remark 5. The maximisers Q of r γ ( S 
en ;Q ) are given by the following local optimality problem: 
S en 
. = [1 + γ ] 
[
S en ◦ Q | Q | 
]
Q 
| Q | , (22) 
for γ ∈ (0, 1]. For the relation (22) to hold, it is clear that S en and Q must be colinear. Thus, the only general choice of S en 
for γ ∈ (0, 1] is S en = 0 . 
The ﬂow rule then follows directly from the partial derivative of the smooth dissipation potential with respect to ˙ E p for
˙ E p 
 = 0 2 : 
S en = σy | ˙ E p | γ
˙ E p 
| ˙ E p | with | S 
en | = σy | ˙ E p | γ . 
Hence, [ | S en | 
σy 
]1 /γ
= | ˙ E p | . 
Upon rearranging, 
˙ E p = 
[ | S en | 
σy 
]1 /γ
S en 
| S en | = λγ
S en 
| S en | . 
Regarding the determination of S ≡ S en , note that from the assumed smoothness of the dissipation potential π , the ﬂow
rule for the generalised stress is an alternative to the elastic law (17) . 
6. Micromorphic parallel plasticity 
The extension of the local model of parallel plasticity discussed in Section 3.2 to the micromorphic setting is now
considered. Eringen-type micromorphic plasticity, presented in Section 4 encapsulates the strain-gradient plasticity model 
of Gurtin and Anand (2005) . In the micromorphic model, the total micro strain is the plastic strain in the Gurtin and
Anand model, and γ( ε ) is the plastic strain gradient, that is ε ≡ ε p and γ( ε ) ≡ ∇ ε p . Thus, the Gurtin and Anand strain-
gradient plasticity model, and variants thereof, can be viewed as micrcomorphic parallel plasticity models. 
The two-scale stress balance (15) is central to the strain-gradient plasticity theories of Gurtin and co-workers (henceforth
referred to as the Gurtin model where it is termed the microforce balance. The microforce balance was derived by Gurtin,
ﬁrst in the context of single crystal plasticity, using a virtual power balance wherein the micro stress ς is power conjugate
to the plastic strain rate, and the double micro stress is power conjugate to the gradient of the plastic strain rate. Thus, by
examining the expression for the internal power density (13) , Gurtin identiﬁes ε as the plastic strain and γ as the plastic
strain gradient. 3 2 For the case of ˙ E p = 0 , S en is determined exclusively from the elastic relation or directly using an alternative regularised form of π (see e.g. Miehe et al., 
2014 ). 
3 In order to simplify the presentation, the consequences of the volume preserving nature of plastic ﬂow in metals have not been accounted for here. In 
the gradient plasticity theory of Gurtin and Anand (2005) , the macro stress appearing in Eq. (15) is replaced by its deviatoric part. As a consequence, the 
micro stress is symmetric and deviatoric, and the micro double stress is symmetric and deviatoric in its ﬁrst two components. 
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 Gurtin and co-workers formulate their models solely for the rate-dependent (viscoplastic) case. The work ( Reddy et al.,
2008 ) was the ﬁrst to present the model in a rate-independent framework, using the tools of convex analysis to derive
generalisations of the normality condition and, importantly, the notion of a global yield condition. This was further devel-
oped in Reddy (2011a,b) . See also Han and Reddy (2010) for a detailed account. Much of the material on the choice of a
non-smooth dissipation potential presented in the previous sections follows from these works. A major contribution of the
present work is the extension to the smooth case. In Section 6 , the relation between the various strain-gradient plasticity
theories of Gurtin and co-workers and the more general micromorphic setting is made clear. 
Three specialisations of the micrcomorphic parallel plasticity model are now considered: 
(i) the general energetic-dissipative case; 
ii) the hybrid energetic-dissipative case; 
ii) the fully-dissipative case. 
The hybrid energetic-dissipative case and the fully-dissipative case are specialisations of the general energetic-dissipative
case. By direct analogy with local parallel plasticity where the energy storage potential is parametrised by the total strain
E , the inelastic terms in the energy storage potential for the corresponding micromorphic problem relate to the total micro
strain ε and its gradient γ( ε ), and the two-scale relative strain δ. The energy storage potential is therefore given by 
ψ = ψ 
(
δ( u , ε ) , ε , γ( ε ) 
)
. 
The dissipation potential is now a function of the rates of the micro strain and micro double strain, that is 
π = π
(
˙ ε , γ( ˙ ε ) 
)
. 
The macro stress follows as for the serial problem (see Eq. (16) ) as 
σ = ψ , δ . 
The micro stress ς and micro double stress μ are, in general, composed of energetic and dissipative components which
can be determined from the energy storage and dissipation potentials as follows: 
ς = ς en + ς dis ∈ ψ , ε + π; ˙ ε and μ = μen + μdis ∈ ψ , γ + π; ˙ γ . (23)
The dissipative generalised micro stress S dis := S − S en can therefore be deﬁned in terms of the dissipation potential by 
S dis := { ς dis , μdis / } ∈ π; ˙ E , 
where the generalised micro strain is deﬁned by 
E := { ε , γ } . 
The three specialisations of micrcomorphic parallel plasticity are now presented. These are obtained by restricting the
decomposition of the micro stress ς and micro double stress μ presented in Eq. (23) . 
6.1. The general energetic-dissipative case 
For the general energetic-dissipative case of micromorphic parallel plasticity, the energetic micro stress S en 
 = 0 and, like-
wise, the dissipative micro stress S dis 
 = 0 . 
The admissible region and the ﬂow rule follow from evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation potential which is
given by 
π; ˙ E := 
{
S dis | π( Q ) − π( ˙ E ) − S dis ◦ [ Q − ˙ E ] ≥ 0 , ∀ Q } . 
As in the case of local parallel plasticity, in the admissible region the generalised dissipative stress S dis is not determinable
from the elastic law for a non-smooth dissipation potential. The determination of the dissipative stress contribution is sim-
ilar to the fully-dissipative case discussed in Section 6.3 , where further details are provided. 
6.2. The hybrid energetic-dissipative case 
Consider now the hybrid energetic-dissipative case where the micro stress ς ≡ ς dis is fully dissipative and the micro
double stress μ ≡ μen is fully energetic, that is: 
ς = ς dis ∈ π; ˙ ε and μ = μen = ψ , γ . 
The hybrid case has been considered by various authors including Reddy et al. (2012) . For the hybrid case, the microforce
balance (15) becomes 
ς dis = σ + div μen , 
and the dissipative micro stress can be determined in the admissible region as both the macro stress and the micro double
stress are obtainable from the energy storage potential. 
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 6.3. The fully-dissipative case 
For the fully-dissipative problem, the generalised micro stress S ≡ S dis and hence 
ς = ς dis ∈ π; ˙ ε , 
μ = μdis ∈ π; ˙ γ , 
S ≡ S dis := { ς dis , μdis / } ∈ π; ˙ E . 
The fully-dissipative case has been considered by various authors including Fleck et al. (2014) and Carstensen et al. (2017) . 
Once again, the admissible domain and the ﬂow rule follow from evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation poten-
tial, that is 
π; ˙ E := 
{
S dis | π( Q ) − π( ˙ E ) − S dis ◦ [ Q − ˙ E ] ≥ 0 , ∀ Q } . 
As was the case for local parallel plasticity and for general energetic-dissipative micromorphic parallel plasticity, the gener-
alised dissipative stress S dis is not determinable in the admissible region for the fully-dissipative problem with a non-smooth
dissipation potential. 
The implications of choosing a smooth or a non-smooth dissipation potential on the structure of the admissible region
and the ﬂow rule for the fully-dissipative case are now considered. These results hold for the general energetic-dissipative
case as well. 
6.3.1. Smooth dissipation potential 
Once again, we consider the following canonical regularised dissipation potential 
π( ˙ E ) = σy 
1 + γ | ˙ E | 
1+ γ , 
where γ ∈ (0, 1]. The admissible region follows from evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation potential (18) using the
regularised potential π at ˙ E ≡ 0 . This gives 
S dis ◦ Q ≤ σy 
1 + γ | Q | 
1+ γ , ∀ Q . 
The admissible region is obtained by maximising the function r γ = r γ ( S dis ;Q ) over all arbitrary Q to obtain 
y γ ( S 
dis ) = max 
Q 
r γ ( S 
dis ;Q ) ≤ 1 
1 + γ where r γ ( S 
dis ;Q ) := S 
dis ◦ Q 
σy | Q | 1+ γ . 
As demonstrated in Remark 5 for the smooth case of micromorphic serial plasticity, the only possible choice of the dissipa-
tive micro stress is one where 
| S dis | = 0 . 
Thus there is no admissible domain for this choice of smooth dissipation potential. 
The ﬂow rule then follows directly from the partial derivative of the dissipation potential with respect to ˙ E for ˙ E 
 = 0 : 
S dis = σy | ˙ E | γ ˙ E | ˙ E | 
or upon rearranging 
˙ E = 
[ | S dis | 
σy 
]1 /γ
S dis 
| S dis | . 
Thus the generalised stress S ≡ S dis is determinable here from the ﬂow rule when the dissipation potential π is smooth. Fur-
thermore, a smooth dissipation potential allows for a local treatment of the ﬂow law and the local (pointwise) determination
of the admissible region (which vanishes identically). 
6.3.2. Non-smooth dissipation potential 
Consider the prototypical non-smooth dissipation potential 
π( ˙ E ) = σy | ˙ E | . (24) 
The admissible region is obtained by evaluating the subdifferential of the dissipation potential (18) , with the non-smooth
dissipation potential π , at ˙ E ≡ 0 . For this case, the subdifferential of the dissipation potential is given by the set of gener-
alised stresses S dis satisfying 
S dis ◦ Q ≤ σy | Q | , ∀ Q . (25) 
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 As before, the deﬁnition of the admissible region follows from determining the supremum of the function r( S dis ;Q ) ,
given below, over all arbitrary Q in the admissible region where ˙ E ≡ 0 , that is ﬁnd 
y ( S dis ) = sup 
Q 
r( S dis ;Q ) ≤ 1 with r( S dis ;Q ) := S 
dis ◦ Q 
σy | Q | . (26)
It follows directly that S dis ≤ σy with | S dis | = σy at yield. The ﬂow rule is given by the partial derivative of the dissipation
potential with respect to ˙ E for ˙ E 
 = 0 , that is 
S dis = σy 
˙ E 
| ˙ E | 
which can be inverted to obtain 
˙ E = | ˙ E | S 
dis 
σy 
=: λ S 
dis 
| S dis | , 
with the positive plastic multiplier λ≥0. However, here the generalised stress S ≡ S dis is not determinable from an elastic
law. 
Thus, for the fully-dissipative case with a non-smooth dissipation potential, a local deﬁnition of the admissible region
is not possible. The implications of the inability to locally determine the admissible region for a non-smooth dissipation
potential for the fully-dissipative problem carry over to the general energetic-dissipative case with a non-smooth dissipation
potential. Given the inability to locally determine the admissible region for theses cases, a possible global deﬁnition of the
admissible domain is thus considered next. 
6.4. Global dissipation potential for the fully-dissipative problem 
In Section 6.3.2 , it was shown that for the important case of fully-dissipative micromorphic plasticity with a non-smooth
dissipation potential, a local deﬁnition of the admissible domain is not possible. In this section, a global reformulation is
presented. The global relation was ﬁrst presented in Reddy et al. (2008) and Reddy (2011a) . The presentation here differs
from that in Carstensen et al. (2017) as we do not resort to a spatial discretisation from the onset. In order to proceed, we
consider ﬁrst the weak statement of the microforce balance. 
6.4.1. Weak form of the microforce balance 
Recall that for the fully-dissipative case ς = ς dis and μ = μdis , that is S = S dis . 
The micro boundary conditions considered are the standard ones of either a micro-free Neumann condition μ ·n  0 or
a micro-hard Dirichlet condition ε  0 on complementary parts of the boundary ∂ (for more information, see Fleck and
Hutchinson (1997) and Gurtin and Needleman (2005) . 
The weak form of the microforce balance is obtained by testing Eq. (15) with an arbitrary micro strain δε which takes
zero value on the micro-hard part of the boundary, to obtain ∫ 

σ( x ) : δε ( x ) d x = 
∫ 

ς dis ( x ) : δε ( x ) d x −
∫ 

div μdis ( x ) : δε ( x ) d x 
and by employing integration by parts ∫ 

σ( x ) : δε ( x ) d x = 
∫ 

ς dis ( x ) : δε ( x ) d x + 
∫ 

μdis ( x ) ·: γ
(
δε ( x ) 
)
d x . (27)
The generalised macro stress 	 is now deﬁned as a function of position x by 
	( x ) := { σ( x ) , 0 } , (28)
and an arbitrary generalised micro strain pair by 
δE ( x ) = { δε ( x ) , γ(δε ( x ) ) } . 
The weak form of the microforce balance (27) can thus be expressed as ∫ 

	( x ) ◦ δE ( x ) d x = 
∫ 

S dis ( x ) ◦ δE ( x ) d x. (29)
Observe that the weak form of the microforce balance allows for the exchange of the generalised dissipative micro stress
S dis with the generalised macro stress 	. The implications thereof are now presented. 
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 6.4.2. Exchange of generalised micro and macro stresses 
The global dissipation potential  (a functional) is deﬁned as the integral over the domain  of the dissipation potential,
that is 

(
˙ E 
)
:= 
∫ 

π( ˙ E ( x ) ) d x . 
The admissible region then follows from evaluating the subdifferential of the global dissipation potential given by 
( Q ) − ( ˙ E ) −
∫ 

S dis ( x ) ◦ [ Q ( x ) − ˙ E ( x )] d x ≥ 0 ∀ Q . 
The generalised dissipative micro stress S dis and the generalised macro stress 	 in the subdifferential of the global dissipa-
tion potential can be exchanged by virtue of the weak form of the microforce balance (29) , to give 
( Q ) − ( ˙ E ) −
∫ 

	( x ) ◦ [ Q ( x ) − ˙ E ( x )] d x ≥ 0 , ∀ Q . (30) 
6.4.3. Non-smooth global dissipation potential 
Recall that a local form of the admissible region was not possible for the fully-dissipative theory described in
Section 6.3.2 . Consider now the global counterpart to the non-smooth local dissipation potential (24) given by 
( ˙ E ) := 
∫ 

σy ( x ) | ˙ E ( x ) | d x . 
Note that, in contrast to the presentation in Carstensen et al. (2017) , the yield stress σy is not necessarily assumed uniform.
The structure of the admissible region corresponding to the global dissipation potential can be elucidated following the
procedure outlined in Section 5.1 . The resulting canonical yield function is given by 
Y ( 	) = sup 
Q 
R ( 	;Q ) ≤ 1 where R ( 	;Q ) := 
∫ 

	( x ) ◦ Q ( x ) d x ∫ 

σy ( x ) | Q ( x ) | d x 
. (31) 
The counterpart to R ( 	; Q ) that arises when the dissipation potential is assumed to be local is given by r( S dis ;Q ) in Eq. (26) .
Note however that R ( 	;Q ) 
 = ∫  r( S dis ;Q ) d x . Due to the exchange of the generalised micro and macro stresses, the numer-
ator of R ( 	; Q ) contains the generalised macro stress 	 which is determinable from an elastic law. Note that the structure
of the admissible region can alternatively be obtained using an inﬁnite-dimensional analogue of the result in (A.5) ( Han and
Reddy, 2010 ) (see also Remark 4 ). 
The problem of ﬁnding the supremum in Eq. (31) can be expressed as a global optimality problem. Deﬁne the ﬁeld Q 
by 
Q = arg 
{ 
sup 
Q 
R ( 	;Q ) 
} 
. 
The global optimality problem follows as 
δR ( 	;Q ) 
∣∣∣
Q 
. = 0 , ∀ Q . 
Thus, the global problem for the admissible region results in the variational statement ∫ 

	( x ) ◦ δQ ( x ) d x − R ( 	;Q ) 
∫ 

σy 
Q ( x ) 
| Q ( x ) | ◦ δQ ( x ) d x = 0 ∀ δQ . (32) 
It is insightful to compare the global problem for the admissible region to the local orthogonality condition (20) correspond-
ing to micromorphic serial plasticity. Eq. (32) for the admissible domain is global and nonlinear. An analytical treatment is
not possible. In principle, a numerical approximation of the problem using the ﬁnite element method would be feasible.
Deﬁne a trial generalised macro stress ﬁeld 	
 as the solution of the macro equilibrium problem (14) obtained assum-
ing a “frozen” plastic state. Eq. (32) could then be linearised and solved iteratively for Q . An evaluation of the functional
(31) would determine if the trial stress ﬁeld 	
 was indeed admissible. This form of global algorithm is not conventional
and warrants further investigation. 
6.4.4. An upper bound for the global admissible domain 
The numerical approximation of the global admissible region sketched in the previous section is complicated and com-
putationally expensive. Here we seek a possible estimate for the onset of plastic ﬂow in the form of an upper bound to the
global admissible region. 
The numerator in the yield functional (31) can be bounded as follows ∫ 

	( x ) ◦ Q ( x ) d x ≤
∫ 

| 	( x ) | 
σy ( x ) 
σy ( x ) | Q ( x ) | d x 
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Fig. 4. One-dimensional strip subject to shear loading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ≤
∥∥∥ | 	| 
σy 
∥∥∥
∞ , 
∫ 

σy ( x ) | Q ( x ) | d x ∀ Q . 
Hence, we deﬁne the upper bound estimate for the yield functional by 
Y 
 := 
∥∥∥ | 	| 
σy 
∥∥∥
∞ , 
= 
∥∥∥ | σ| 
σy 
∥∥∥
∞ , 
≥ Y ( 	) , 
where Y ( 	) ≤1. Note that Y 
 ≥1 is possible but does not imply that Y = 1 . For the case of constant σy one obtains Y 
 ≡
‖| σ|‖ ∞ , /σy . 
The utility of the upper bound would be as a check for an elastic response. If Y 
 < 1 then the problem is deﬁnitely elastic
and a numerical approximation for the admissible domain deﬁned in Eq. (32) need not be sought. 
Note that the structure of Y 
 resembles that in Eq. (21) for micromorphic serial plasticity with a non-smooth dissipation
potential. However, instead of a yield evaluation based on a point-wise absolute value one must determine the maximum
over the domain of the ratio of the magnitude of the determinable macro stress to the yield stress. 
6.4.5. Example of a strip subject to shear 
The global formulation for the fully-dissipative problem with a non-smooth dissipation potential was introduced as a
local deﬁnition of the admissible domain was shown not to be possible. However, determining the admissible region for
the global problem is non-trivial. An upper estimate for the yield functional was therefore derived. The tightness of the
estimate is not however clear. Given these challenges, the objective here is to elucidate features of the fully-dissipative
problem using the comprehensively analysed one-dimensional example of a strip subject to shear (see e.g. Anand et al.,
2005 ) and Chiricotto et al. (2016) ). 
As shown in Fig. 4 , the strip is of height 2 h in the y -direction, and is subjected to an applied traction τ ( t ) at y = h . The
loading is proportional. The problem is one dimensional as the response varies only in the y -direction. The lower boundary
is ﬁxed, i.e. the horizontal component of the displacement u (−h, t) = 0 . From (macroscopic) equilibrium we have 
τ,y = 0 , 
and hence the shear stress τ is spatially constant. In addition, microhard boundary conditions are assumed, that is the rate
of plastic strain is zero on the boundaries. The yield stress σy is chosen to be constant and hardening neglected. 
The generalised macro stress 	 := { σ( x ), 0 } (see Eq. (28) ), and the arbitrary generalised rate of micro strain Q that appear
in the canonical yield function (31) are given here by 
	 ≡ { τ, 0 } and Q ≡ { q, q ,y } , 
and hence their generalised inner product is 
	 ◦ Q ≡ τq . 
Note that q (−h, t) = q (h, t) = 0 due to the prescribed microhard boundary conditions. 
The function R in the canonical yield function (31) is thus given by 
R ( 	;Q ) ≡ τ
σy 
∫ + h 
−h 
q d y 
∫ + h 
−h 
√ | q | 2 +  2 | q ,y | 2 d y =: ˜
 θ˜ R , (33)
with the dimensionless independent variable ˜ θ := τ/σy representing the ratio of the stress to the yield stress. The integral
in the denominator can be bounded (see e.g. Anand et al., 2005 ) as follows ∫ + h 
−h 
| Q | d y = 
∫ + h 
−h 
√ | q | 2 +  2 | q ,y | 2 d y > ∫ + h 
−h 
| q | d y . (34)
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 Recall that for the classical problem (i.e. when  ≡0) and for micromorphic serial plasticity (see Section 5.1 ), a pointwise
deﬁnition of the admissible region is possible. For the classical problem, the local form of R corresponding to Eq. (33) is
given by 
r ≡ ˜ θ q | q | ≤ 1 ⇒ ϕ := | ˜  θ | ≤ 1 . 
In the global problem R ≤1. When plastic ﬂow occurs, the canonical yield function Y = max q R = 1 . Hence max q ˜  R < 1 implies
ϕ > 1 and an increase in the threshold for the onset of local yield, i.e. a strengthening effect. As the equivalent stress function
ϕ can not exceed unity for the classical problem, the physical interpretation of the yield stress σy in the fully-dissipative
theory is not obvious. This feature of the theory has been analysed in Anand et al. (2005) and Chiricotto et al. (2016) . 
To proceed, we follow Chiricotto et al. (2016) and deﬁne the dimensionless independent variable ˜ y := y/h and the di-
mensionless parameter ˜  := /h . Thus Eq. (33) can be expressed as 
R ( 	;Q ) ≡ ˜ θ
∫ +1 
−1 
q d ˜  y ∫ +1 
−1 
√ | q | 2 + ˜   2 | q , ˜  y| 2 d ˜  y . 
Now assume that q satisﬁes the normality property ∫ +1 
−1 
q d ˜  y = 1 . 
The implications of this assumption are discussed in detail in Chiricotto et al. (2016) . The resulting canonical yield function
is given by 
Y ( 	) = sup 
Q 
R ( 	;Q ) ≤ 1 where R ( 	;Q ) := ˜  θ 1 ∫ +1 
−1 
√ | q | 2 + ˜   2 | q , ˜  y| 2 d ˜  y , (35) 
whereby we seek the q that will provide the supremum (i.e. the least upper bound) of R . Any other admissible q will pro-
vide an upper bound to R . Problem (35) can be recast as a minimisation problem (see Anand et al. (2005) and Chiricotto
et al. (2016) ) where one seeks the minimum of 1 /R = [ σy /τ ][1 / ˜  R ] = [1 / ˜  θ ][1 / ˜  R ] . A key result in Chiricotto et al. (2016) fol-
lowing from the analysis of the minimisation problem is an expression for the relationship between ˜ θ and ˜  (see Fig. 5 (b)).
They clearly show the strengthening effect with increasing relative length scale. Also shown in Fig. 5 (b) is the estimate ob-
tained by Anand et al. (2005) who refer to the ratio σy / ˜  R as the actual yield strength and to σy as the coarse-grained yield
strength. 
Computing the q that gives the maximum of R is not a trivial task even for this simpliﬁed problem. To provide further
insight into the structure of the problem, we assess the strengthening for various choices of normalised q that satisfy the
microhard boundary conditions. 
Consider the following two families of approximations for q : 
q a ( ˜  y ) = 1 | a | √ π e 
−[ ˜  y/a ] 2 and q α( y ) = 1 
B 
y 
α−1 
[1 − y ] β−1 . 
The function q a is the probability density of the normal distribution where a > 0 is a constant that controls the sharpness.
The function q α is the probability density of the beta distribution where α, β > 0 are shape parameters. The function is
deﬁned on the domain y = [0 , 1] and shifted with respect to the domain ˜ y . B is a normalisation constant. Here we choose
α = β . These functions are plotted in Fig. 5 (a) and (c). 
The objective here is to investigate reasonable choices of q that are smooth, positive and zero on the boundary. We
emphasise that these choices of q will not, in general, be the ones that give the supremum of R and hence the results that
follow provide an upper bound to the canonical yield function Y in Eq. (35) . 
Consider the computed relationship for ϕ versus the relative length scale ˜  for different choices of a in q a and α in
q α shown in Fig. 5 (b) and (d), respectively. All choices for q obviously demonstrate strengthening as they are not constant
functions (they have non-zero gradients). The choice of a constant function for q is not possible due to the normalisation
property and the boundary conditions. 
The function q a is a poor approximation other than for small values of ˜   . Recall that as ˜   → 0 we recover the local theory.
The choice of a = 0 . 45 shows the best agreement to the analytical result. 
The function q α is a far better approximation to the q that gives the supremum of R as the predicted strengthening
compares reasonably to the analytical result of Chiricotto et al. (2016) . This is not necessarily surprising as q α was chosen
to capture the key features of the computational results (obtained using a smooth dissipation potential) presented in Anand
et al. (2005) . The choice of α = 1 . 1 and α = 1 . 2 give the poorest approximations to the analytical result. The quality of
approximation for the other choices of α depends on the relative length scale. For example, for ˜   0 . 25 , α = 1 . 8 provides
the best approximation, while for ˜  = 0 . 5 , α = 1 . 4 provides the best approximation. 
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Fig. 5. Two families ( q a and q α ) of assumed forms for q for the example of a strip subject to shear are shown in (a) and (c), respectively. The strengthening 
effect for different relative length scales ˜   are shown in (b) for q a and (d) for q α . Also shown is the analytical solution due to Chiricotto et al. (2016) and 
the estimate derived by Anand et al. (2005) . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The maximum is achieved in Eq. (33) by the actual plastic strain increment at that time step. As shown Fig. 5 (d), we
have tested the expression for ϕ by using a (beta) function that is close in shape to the actual plastic strain increment.
Furthermore, the amplitude is not relevant as the expression is homogeneous of degree 0. So, we treat it as a practical
illustration. Rigorous maximization has essentially been presented in the technical analysis by Chiricotto et al. (2016) . 
The upper bound deﬁned in Section 6.4.4 reduces to 
Y 
 ≡ | τ | 
σy 
= | ˜  θ | = ϕ . (36)
It is clear from Fig. 5 that for ˜  > 0 , ϕ > 1 and hence Y 
 > 1. 
Remark 6. The “elastic gap”. 
Passivation is the application of a microhard boundary condition on a previously microscopically unconstrained part of
the boundary while the body is undergoing plastic deformation. Fleck et al. (2014) showed that passivation can induce an
“elastic gap” whereby a continuum point undergoing plastic ﬂow prior to passivation, undergoes elastic behaviour post-
passivation before to returning to a plastic state. The analysis in Carstensen et al. (2017) provided further mathematical
justiﬁcation for the “elastic gap”. 
The reason for the elastic gap is made clear by the current example. Pre-passivation, the gradient term in the denom-
inator of Eq. (33) plays no role as the plastic strain distribution is constant and ˜ R = 1 . Thus, as for the classical problem,
ϕ = 1 . Post-passivation, the gradient term in the denominator is activated due to the imposition of the microhard boundary
conditions. Following from inequality (34) , ˜ R < 1 and ϕ ≥1 thereby allowing the problem to respond elastically until Y = 1
again and plastic ﬂow continues. 
7. Conclusion 
A uniﬁed classiﬁcation framework for models of extended plasticity has been presented. Within this framework, models
are classiﬁed as either serial or parallel. This classiﬁcation is based on the choice of the energetic and dissipative structures.
The classiﬁcation has been introduced ﬁrst in the familiar setting of local plasticity. Prototypical examples of non-smooth
and smooth dissipation potentials were examined. These correspond to the rate-independent and rate-dependent setting,
respectively. For non-smooth local parallel plasticity, an identiﬁcation of the generalised stress prior to the onset of plastic
ﬂow is not possible. The key results from the local theory were shown to carry over to the extended plasticity models. 
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 A dissipation-consistent methodology has been adopted throughout to carefully identify the structure of the constitutive
relations and evolution equations. In addition, this has ensured that all models are thermodynamically consistent and can
be extended to consider other dissipative mechanisms in addition to plasticity. 
The classiﬁcation has been extended to micromorphic models of plasticity. Three categories of micromorphic parallel
plasticity have been introduced. It has been shown that for the general energetic-dissipative case and the fully-dissipative
case, a local determination of the admissible region for a non-smooth dissipation potential is not possible. By contrast, the
hybrid energetic-dissipative case permits a local treatment. The implications of a global non-smooth dissipation potential
for fully-dissipative micromorphic plasticity has been detailed. 
Future work will include the development of algorithms for the fully-dissipative, rate-independent case of micromorphic
parallel plasticity. An upper bound for the global admissible domain has been proposed. However, it was not possible to
comment on the sharpness of the bound and hence its utility. A careful study of the proposed bound using a smooth dissi-
pation potential for a range of regularisation parameters, including γ → 0, will be valuable. Such a study will also elucidate
the mechanisms that underpin the appearance of an elastic gap (see Fleck et al., 2014 ). 
The precursor to the proposed numerical investigation is recasting the various models in variational format and then
as incremental variational formulations. The variational formulation does not have an associated minimisation problem, but
the corresponding time-discrete incremental problem does. The basis for such an extension is given in Reddy (2011a) . 
An extensive classiﬁcation of available models of extended plasticity using the proposed scheme will be the subject of
future work. 
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Appendix A. Standard results and deﬁnitions from convex analysis 
Key results and deﬁnitions from convex analysis necessary for the preceding presentation are summarised here. For
further details refer to Han and Reddy (2010) and the references therein. 
The results are presented in an abstract setting. X denotes a ﬁnite-dimensional normed vector space. The space of linear
continuous functionals on X , or dual space of X , is denoted by X 
 . For x ∈ X and x 
 ∈ X 
 , the action of x 
 on x is deﬁned by
the scalar product 
x 
 · x . 
When relating the forthcoming results to the main text it may be useful to make the substitution 
{ S dis , X dis } → x 
 and { ˙ E , ˙ I } → x . 
A1. Convex sets and convex functions 
The subset Y ⊂X is convex if 
for any x , y ∈ Y and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 , θx + [1 − θ ] y ∈ Y . (A.1) 
The normal cone to a convex set Y 
 ⊂X 
 at x 
 , denoted by N Y 
 ( x 
 ) , is a set in X deﬁned by 
N Y 
 ( x 

 ) := { x ∈ X : x · [ y 
 − x 
 ] ≤ 0 , ∀ y 
 ∈ Y 
 } . (A.2) 
The function f is convex if 
f (θx + [1 − θ ] y ) ≤ θ f ( x ) + [1 − θ ] f ( y ) , ∀ x , y ∈ X, ∀ θ ∈ [0 , 1] . (A.3) 
Given a convex function f on X , for any x ∈ X , the subdifferential of f at x , denoted by f ; x , is the, possibly empty, subset of
X 
 deﬁned by 
f ;x := 
{
x 
 ∈ X 
 : f ( y ) ≥ f ( x ) + x 
 · [ y − x ] , ∀ y ∈ X } . (A.4) 
Note that the notation f ; x for the subdifferential used here is not standard. A more conventional notation would be ∂ f . 
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 A2. Positive homogeneity 
A function f ( x ) is said to be positively homogeneous of degree k if 
f (αx ) = | α| k f ( x ) (A.5)
holds for k > 0, where α ∈ R . 
A3. Gauge function 
A function g : X → [0, ∞ ] is called a gauge if 
g( x ) ≥ 0 ∀ x ∈ X , (A.6a)
g( 0 ) = 0 , (A.6b)
g is convex and positively homogeneous. (A.6c)
A4. Indicator and support functions 
For S 
 ⊂X 
 , the indicator function I S 
 of X 
 is deﬁned by 
I S 
 ( x 

 ) := 
{
0 , x 
 ∈ S 
 , 
+ ∞ , x 
 / ∈ S 
 , (A.7)
and the support function σS 
 is deﬁned on X by 
σS 
 ( x ) := sup 
x 
 
{ x 
 · x : x 
 ∈ S 
 } . (A.8)
For f a function on X with values in R := R ∪ {±∞} , the Legendre–Fenchel conjugate f 
 is the function deﬁned by 
f 
 ( x 
 ) := sup 
x ∈ X 
{ x 
 · x − f ( x ) } , x 
 ∈ X 
 . (A.9)
Hence the support function is conjugate to the indicator function , i.e. 
I 
 S 
 = σS 
 ←→ I S 
 = σ 
 S 
 . (A.10)
The following important result relates the support and indicator functions. Let K be a closed convex set in X 
 deﬁned
by 
K = { x 
 ∈ X 
 : x 
 · x ≤ g( x ) } , (A.11)
where g is a gauge on X . Then 
g( x ) = σK ( x ) , 
g 
 ( x 
 ) = I K ( x 
 ) , 
K = g ;x ( 0 ) , 
x 
 ∈ g ;x ←→ x ∈ g 
 ;x 
 = N K ( x 
 ) . 
(A.12)
A5. Polar functions 
Let K ⊂X 
 be a closed convex set whose boundary, denoted bdy (K) , is the level set c 0 of the convex function ϕ( x 
 ). That
is 
K = { x 
 ∈ X 
 : ϕ( x 
 ) ≤ c 0 } , (A.13)
for c 0 > 0. The function ϕ can be deﬁned so that it is a gauge on the set K , denoted by φK , where 
K = 
{
x 
 : φK ( x 

 ) ≤ 1 
}
. 
It can be shown that for x 
 ∈ K and x 
 ∈ σ K ; x , x 
 = 0 we have 
x 
 · x = φK ( x 
 ) σK ( x ) . (A.14)
Hence φ and σ are polar conjugates of each other. K K 
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 Appendix B. Mindlin-, Hu–Washizu- and Eringen-type theories 
B1. Mindlin-type gradient continuum 
The internal power density of a Mindlin-type gradient continuum ( Mindlin, 1964 ) is given by 
p int M ( ˙ u ) := ς : ∇ sym ˙ u + μ ·: ∇ ( ∇ sym ˙ u ) , (B.1) 
where u is the displacement, ς is the stress tensor, and μ is the double stress tensor. The corresponding single-ﬁeld Euler–
Lagrange equation in the absence of body forces is given by 
−div ( ς − di v μ) = 0 . (B.2) 
The Euler–Lagrange equation is a fourth-order partial differential equation in terms of the displacement ﬁeld u . The strain
tensor ( u ) is deﬁned in terms of the symmetric displacement gradient by 
( u ) := ∇ sym u . 
B2. Three-Field Hu–Washizu formulation 
A three-ﬁeld Hu-Washizu ( Hu, 1955; Washizu, 1982 ) type-formulation for a gradient continuum is obtained by introduc-
ing an independent symmetric tensor ﬁeld ε constrained as follows 
ε 
. = ∇ sym u , 
and whose gradient is denoted by 
γ := ∇ ε . 
The equality of ε and ∇ sym u can be expressed in the form of a constraint by 
δ( u , ε ) := ∇ sym u − ε . = 0 . (B.3) 
The constrained variables are distinguished by an overbar. 
The internal power density corresponding to a three-ﬁeld Hu–Washizu formulation for a gradient continuum is given
by 
p int HW ( ˙ u , 
˙ ε , λ) := ς : ˙ ε + μ ·: ˙ γ + λ : ˙ δ , (B.4) 
where λ is the tensorial Lagrange multiplier to impose the constraint (B.3) . 
The Euler–Lagrange equations corresponding to Eq. (B.4) follow as 
−div λ = 0 , (B.5a) 
div μ = ς − λ . (B.5b) 
The Euler–Lagrange equations corresponding to a Mindlin-type gradient continuum (B.2) are recovered by substituting
the expression for the Lagrange multiplier in Eq. (B.5b) into Eq. (B.5a) . It is thus clear that the solution to the three-ﬁeld
formulation given by ( B.5a ) and ( B.5b ) is equivalent to that of the one-ﬁeld formulation (B.2) . 
B3. Eringen-type micromorphic continua 
The strict enforcement of the constraint (B.3) via the Lagrange multiplier λ can be relaxed via a penalisation of the
constraint violation whereby 
λ → σ = σ( δ) with δ := ∇ sym u − ε 
 = 0 . 
As a consequence of relaxing the constraint, the internal power density becomes that of a two-ﬁeld Eringen-type formu-
lation, given by 
p int E ( ˙ u , ˙ ε ) := ς : ˙ ε + μ ·: ˙ γ + σ : ˙ δ . (B.6) 
The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations describing an Eringen-type micromorphic continuum are given by 
div σ = 0 , (B.7a) 
div μ = ς − σ . (B.7b) 
The solution to the Eringen-type micromorphic formulation ( B.7a ) and B.7b ) only coincides asymptotically with that of
the Mindlin-type gradient formulation as δ→ 0 . 
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